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2005-2011

2011-2014

2014-2017

2018-

IP Pioneer
Quality Defender

Overseas Expander

Future Leader

From HP
First innovated
IP surveillance solution in China

Founded with $103 million by Bain Capital
First released “High Quality Surveillance”
3rd largest in China

Advanced into international market
Released Ultra 265 solution
Covered 140+ countries

No.6 in the world, conquering Top 5

IP Pioneer
Quality Defender

Overseas Expander

Future LeaderIN PURSUIT OF
TECHNOLOGICAL
SUPERIORITY

Uniview is a leading global manufacturer of professional video surveillance devices and solutions. As first to 
invent the network camera in China, Uniview has continued to bring cutting-edge technologies to the industry. 
Uniview provides complete product lines including network camera, network video recorder, storage, 
transmission, and display devices. With integrated solutions for various industries including retail, healthcare, 
finance, transportation, industrial park, and more, we are committed to bringing better security to the market-
place for building a better world.

With 9 years in development (2011-2020), Uniview’s revenue increased by 18 times (46M –807M USD). With 
strong R&D and manufacturing abilities as the engine of developing, Uniview became the 6th largest video 
surveillance manufacturer in the world, according to the international research firm IHS Markit.

Currently, UNV products are being used in 145 countries and regions. In order to deliver more in-time sales and 
services, 12 international subsidiaries and branch o�ices were established, and there will be more in the future. 
The newly established Tongxiang Manufacturing Base located in China is able to produce 10 million pieces of 
devices per year. Together with 4 warehouses in Europe, America, Middle East and Asia, a global logistics network 
is set up quickly. 

Uniview creates value by high quality, promotes value by innovation and shares value by working together with 
global partners. “Better Security, Better World” is more than a slogan, it is what we are dreaming for and 
working toward.



More than 3200
high-end cases
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INNOVATION
- OUR MOST
IMPORTANT
COMMITMENT
Uniview concentrates on technological breakthroughs that push the edge 
of innovation. Intensive research and development will generate new 
knowledge which, in turn, leads to innovation. We invest heavily in 
research and development. More than 50% of Uniview employees are 
from the R&D departments in six R&D centers and two R&D institutes 
across China, enabling long-term development. 

2500+ Patents applied till the end of 2018

Highest invention patents authorization rate

>10% revenue invested into R&D

83% innovation patent

2 R&D institutes

6 R&D Centers

No.1 per capita innovation ability
















